As we go to press today we have just learned of the passing of long-time member Joe Brauner by phone from Ernie Cooper and Jerry Starr. Joe had been very active as evidenced by his contributions in DDXD as late as two bulletins ago, but his failing health finally claimed Joe the morning of Dec. 4th. We all will sadly miss Joe’s contributions and support. Of all the members of the LPC, perhaps Pat Hartlage knew him best due to several years of regular correspondence with Joe, so we have asked Pat to pen a few words to Joe’s memory. We will also dedicate this issue to his memory. RIP.

JOSEPH W. BRAUNER

We have learned, through Ernie Cooper, of the death of long-time member, Joe Brauner. He was 76. Joe Began his DXing hobby in the suburban Buffalo area in 1924. At one time he lived in Williamsville, where he and his wife Marty hosted an NRG Convention, back in the days when Ray Edge edited DX News. He did considerable CFC work in the 1930's and in his last Muse noted that he had logged 5648 stations. In my term as Secretary, I had considerable correspondence with Joe. He was never one who would sit back and not make his views known—in a positive way. Joe cared. He loved the hobby and NRC. His letters and suggestions were always welcome and it was very helpful to us when Joe thought we were doing something wrong—his ideas gave us direction. Joe will be missed by us here in Louisville. May he rest in peace.

CPC TESTS

12/15 WAWA-1590 West Allis, WI 0115-0215 ELT. Will include music and tones and distortion measurement. Reports to: Jack Krause, CE, WAWA, 12800 Blumound Rd., Elm Grove, WI 53122. Arranged by Mike Knitter/NRC.

12/29 WIBA-1310 Madison, WI 0100-0400 ELT w/5000 watts on directional pattern. Per verie received by Gary Houdek/NRC.

1/5 & 1/12 WHFB-1060 Benton Harbor, MI 0100-0300 ELT w/1000 Hz tone bursts and voice ID's. Will be using 5000 watts this time and 1000 watts on 1/12. Reports to: Steve Messer, CE, WHFB AM, 2100 Fairplane Ave, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. Per verie received by Neil Zank/NRC.

1/6 WLET-1420 Toccoa, GA 0015-0045 ELT. Polka music as well as march music and voice & code ID’s at 5 min. intervals. Also using tone bursts. R/c is prior to this test from 0001-0010. Reports to: Jan Bethke, CE WLET, 423 Prather Bridge Rd., Toccoa, GA 30577. Arranged by Karl Jeter/NRC.

1/12 WEYZ-1450 Erie, PA 0000-0030 ELT w/1000 watts non-directional. Using Big Band sound w/tones every 10 minutes. Reports to: J.J. Sanford, Program Director, P.O. Box 1184, Erie, PA 16512. Include a SASE on this & all tests. Arranged by Harley Steward/NRC.

1/12 WDMP-810 Dodgeville, WI 0100-0130 ELT. Reports to: Richard Carroll, Mon. WDMP, Box 116, Dodgeville, WI 53533. Arranged by Mike Knitter/NRC.
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DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

A slightly smaller turnout this week tip wise but better than nothing, thanks to all those who sent their items in. When sending your tips in, please keep to one side of the paper, type or neatly write, in red, and tip a line or two between items, that makes it much easier when it comes to cutting things into frequency order. Tips sent in any other language but English, not accepted! Here goes:

SPECIAL:

770 KXIA WA SEATTLE - Changed format on 10/1, went fulltime on 10/10. New owner has used classical music in favor of rock of rock and roll, 1955-79. No sign of Top 20. (KXIA)

1090 KHDN UT EL PASO - 11/16 1560 and 11/17 1560, new format.

1700 WWKR OH CLEVELAND - Radio was noted as 11/17 1560 but was 11/16 1560.

1470 WCBU PA PERRICK - New format on 11/14. (KBCB)

1540 XEEL IA NELSON - noted running Spanish Programming.

1610 WPMU 12 KY AIRPORTVILLE - 11/16 0545 noted.

1910 WAAM NY AIRPORTVILLE - 11/16 0545 noted.

DX TESTS:

WUSB-980 heard by JS-OH, not heard by RA-MA, DS-DE.
W2MM-1150 heard by DM-FL.
WAGO-1600 heard by JS-OH, PJ-NJ, PSA power first 15 min., full power last 1 min.

FREQ. CHECKS:

4th Mon. WMBX-1550 w/TX/CL/jingles.

VMPX-1550 w/TX/jingles.

WBOC-1490 w/TX.

WOBX-1230 w/TX.

FRCO 1500 WXYZ-1550 to 1550.

MIDDAY - MIDNIGHT:


580 WNNX MD EATON - 11/22 1700 CW.

600 WJRE AL GARRISON - 11/22 1700 CW.

610 WTVN OH COLUMBUS - 11/22 1650.

MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS GRANTED BY THE FCC FOR NEW STATIONS:

1600 - New - Joplin, MO has been granted construction permit for 1600. (WOCU)

NEW FACILITIES (Changes sometimes take months):

1540 - New - Atmore, AL has been granted construction permit for 1540. (WOCU)

1560 - New - Somersworth, NH has been granted construction permit for 1560. (WOCU)

1580 - New - Barrington, NH has been granted construction permit for 1580. (WOCU)

APPLICATIONS - NO FCC ACTION ON THESE YET (and some may not be okayed):

580 - New - Columbus, GA has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

640 - New - Vass, NC has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

770 - New - Lafayettes, LA has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

950 - New - Los Angeles, CA has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

1000 - New - Green Valley, AZ has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

1170 - New - Warsaw, IN has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

1220 - New - Albemarle, NC has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

1250 - New - Mount Pleasant, SC has a fulltime non-directional 5000 watt signal.

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS GRANTED BY THE FCC FOR NEW STATIONS:

1540 - New - Atmore, AL has 1600 watt daytimer.

1560 - New - Somersworth, NH has 1560 watt daytimer.

1580 - New - Barrington, NH has 1580 watt daytimer.

1600 - New - Joplin, MO has 1600 watt daytimer.

1610 - New - Natchez, MS has 1610 watt daytimer.

1620 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1620 watt daytimer.

1630 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1630 watt daytimer.

1640 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1640 watt daytimer.

1650 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1650 watt daytimer.

1700 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1700 watt daytimer.

1710 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1710 watt daytimer.

1720 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1720 watt daytimer.

1730 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1730 watt daytimer.

1740 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1740 watt daytimer.

1750 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1750 watt daytimer.

1800 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1800 watt daytimer.

1810 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1810 watt daytimer.

1820 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1820 watt daytimer.

1830 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1830 watt daytimer.

1840 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1840 watt daytimer.

1850 - New - Green Valley, AZ has 1850 watt daytimer.
INTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST

Times are GMT. For ELT subtract 5 hours. Deadlines are usually Monday.

155 USSR Chasbarovsk Program One, 11/7 1:30 male announcer, fair sig 705, a lot of music, both of those were poor. (Vernon) 11/7 [illegible] strong w/opera type mx 1312. (Vernon)
164 FRANCE Allouisi 11/7 0511 female and male w/talk between bits of music, fair sig, 705 much better. (Vernon)
182 USSR Pavlovsky 11/7 1:16 female classical music w/female announcer, 705 sig. (Vernon) 11/13 1:315 w/male talk //266, (Vernon)
236 USSR Magadan 11/7 1:28 massive choir mx, 705 sig //682, (Vernon)
331 MAP Mexico in a group vocal and violins 2230 11/13. (Connelly)
510 MEXICO San Luis Potosi XEMA in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
539 ALGERIA Omar fair in slop w/AA chant. Strong carrier, weak audio 2301 11/13. (Connelly)
550 CUBA Pinar del Rio, lots of talk by man and woman 0043, same nights it overrides KTSA. 11/12. (Carr)
576 ALGERIA Recher poor w/AA mx, dotted by equal strength THIR-757 11/11 0644. (Connelly)
578 COSTA RICA TIRN San Jose in at 0455 on 11/7 very weak (usually they come in quite well) with male announcer then light mx. (Carr)
580 CUBA Barbacoas seemingly //550 at 0043, poor. (Carr) Dominant w/SS political talk //590 0515 11/11. (Connelly)
628 SPAIN Madrid to fair peaks through WEEI slop w/male announcer 0635 11/13. (Connelly)
630 CUBA Voice of Cuba at 0043/1 w/musical piece of Central American tunes, heard on 11/12. (Carr)
660 MEXICO XEMR Rio Bravo in fair on 11/11 w/SS vocals and "G&R" 11/11 1:46. (Vernon)
660 MEXICO XERJU Cihuausu in fair on 11/11 w/XERJU en Cihuausu, Cihuausu" ID and several ads 1200-1203. (Carr)
680 CUBA CARAGUA SHL Magas in fair on 11/19 at 0401 w/Las Voces de Nicaragua ID and many mentions of Nicaragua. Now YNJR para a ver. (Carr)
690 ARGENTINA Buenos Aires Townville 11/11 1:15 end of interview type pgm w/two females, 11585 male w/future program info. 1200 pips, no mx due to an industrial dispute in Sydney, mentioned low local mx. 10 minutes, classical mx followed. (Carr)
692 MEXICO XEPF Monterrey in poor on 11/18, 1156-1158 w/SS vocal then "Le FB" and "XEPF" mentions. (Carr)
693 PRI One, 11/11 0525 male announcer in native lingo then choir mx, 1105 GST. (Vernon)
694 CUBA Habana at 0452 on 11/12, in the clear nightly, this eve w/talk. (Carr)
695 VENEZUELA Onas Portenos good 1000 w/thens and a/on annot 11/21 (Quaglieri)
696 MEXICO XEMR Salvador XES poor-fair on 11/11 w/SS vocal at 1039, ID followed. (Carr)
697 NEW ZEALAND ZC Wellington 11/11 1:15 male announcer then classical mx. (Vernon)
699 NORTH KOREA R. Pyongyang tentatively 11/5 1523 female w/talk seemed live,DX Digest, Mexico City XEABC end "Melodie" mentions on 11/17. (Carr)
700 MEXICO XEROK Juarez 11/11 1:15 male w/talk //1467. (Vernon)
702 MEXICO XEMR Sinaloa female singing in native lingo, //891 xint sig. (Vernon)
711 SOUTH KOREA HVA Seoul 11/5 1:25 male w/talk //1657. (Vernon)
711 FRANCE Sera 11/10 1:35 female singing in native lingo, //891 xint sig. (Vernon)
717 MEXICO XEMK Mexico City XEMK Call poor w/WJW w/SS mention at 0953 on 11/17. (Vernon)
721 MEXICO XEX Mexico City XEX end SS. (Carr)
722 SPAIN Barcelonas fair w/man in SS, badly chopped by GBL 2233 on 11/7. (Connelly)
724 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
730 ALGERIA Omar fair in slop w/AA chant. Strong carrier, weak audio 2301 11/13. (Connelly)
733 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
746 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
750 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
757 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
760 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
764 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
770 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
775 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
780 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
785 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
790 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
800 MEXICO XEMR XEMR in the clear nightly, 11/12 w/SS
NETHERLAND ANTILLES Bonaire PJB in fair-poor w/XEROK mulled at 0701, pg 7 in our list, 11/11. (Carr) 11/23 0505 end of "spoken Word of God" pgm, "Thought for Today", ID and off with anthem or theme song at 0511. Good signal o/XEROK. First time heard from Montana in mid-60's. (Vitx)

COLOMBIA NJOY Bogota in fair-good w/1200 TC and "Radio Su- lenillo" ID at 0910 then SS vocals. (Carr)

MEXICO XERS Reynosa w/call letters given at 1115 then SS vocal. (Carr) Also get a good copy on their in fair-poor w/XEROK 11/17. (Carr)

ANDORRA R. Sud 11/5 0610 and woman in FF, 0610's show-type mx.

NEW ZEALAND 1ZK/1ZN Rotorooter 11/10 1419 noted w/Hancock's Half- Coy BBOC comedy. (Vernon)

NORTH KOREA Chongjin HS local, 11/15 1349 lovely singing by woman and female announcer. (Vernon) Also Mexican and Texan light w/1599 w/band mx, 1600 pipes same style as 055 KS on tape playback, female announcer followed. (Vernon)

NEW ZEALAND 1ZK/1ZN Rotorooter 11/10 1419 noted w/Hancock's Half- Coy BBOC comedy. (Vernon)

AUSTRALIA LNA Nambour 11/5 1232 male w/cww "Road Show" mentioned heard throughout Australia, spot for multi-grade oil followed. Probably syndicated pgm. (Vernon)

PHILIPPINES 1ZK Manila 11/9 1600 BPL mx w/male announcer in Filipino, 1603 ID "Radio Mindinao Network, DXCC, Cagayan de Oro, Killibert's 0-2-5". Male in Filipino likely w/sign-off followed, undid stn noted 1605 w/male talking about preservation of Wels in EE w/American accent. DXCC is indeed on the air, sees reported inactive in WTHR. (Vernon) Apparently they returned to the air recently has been logged elsewhere-08

BELIZE Belize City noted on 11/11 at 1010 with mx that sounded to me like an anthem-a/on?? (Carr) Added later, BKCK Rockhampton 11/9 1353 w/evening meditation, 1359 male read pgm promo, 1400 LQG 792 ID and other stns signing off. A&P anthem followed. (Vernon)

JAPAN ZNKI Mito 11/6 1312 male in JJ, xlint sig //1188 NHK1. (Vernon)

COLOMBIA Santa Marta FJ3J fair o/w RAH on 11/7 0335-0355 w/ complete ID at 0355. They also mention EL Salvador stn listed in DXN #4, vol. 10. Could it be the same? (Vernon)

GUATEMALA City TGX another TG making it through on 11/7 w/"Radio Ciro's Musical" ID at 0505, lost w/XGA at 0515. Lqta talk and what sounded like phone conversations. (Carr)

BRITAIN Ipswich 11/11 1353 w/evening meditation, 1359 male read pgm promo, 1400 LQG 792 ID and other stns signing off. A&P anthem followed. (Vernon)

MEXICO XEML Monterrey in at good level o/KOKO from 1110-1115 on 11/7, several ads and a SID "Radio Recuerdo", then SS vocal. (Carr)

NETHERLAND ANTILLES regarding reception made and reported to be possibly P00-2, I found a logging by Cesar Objo on L/5/80, to be 1930 in which he reported that RCGM is on 600 and not 550. (Vernon)

AUSTRALIA LGR Toowoomba 11/9 1406 mx, 1405 ID "your radio station LGR" 11/10, 1223 male w/request between rr mx. (Vernon)

JAPAN JOQF Muroran HBO 11/9 1527 female w/talk //1287, fair sig. (Vernon)

CHINA Carriqgton in Hubei poor after Venezuela w/off; ID by woman Letters, mention of 10 kw transmitter, 100311 17. (Connelly)

VENEZUELA VYMP Barquisimeto presumably the stn here w/several Wthomas then Venezuelans anthem and dominant o/BEMMA/WSL, although not strong-0359 11/17. (Connelly)

AUSTALIA 2GB Sydney 11/10 1258 spot for an electric broom, and one 1800 & pipes and mx. (Vernon)

CUBA Pinar del Rio in fair-poor on 11/12 at 0522 w/Instrumental of "Light my Fire" which also showed up on 670/690. (Carr)
EAST GERMANY DDR
Dresden 11/5 0556 male anncr w/piano mx, 0600 pipes, man w/SS in GG. (Vernon)

PANAMA H032 Las Tablas in fair-poor on 11/17 w/mucio music and several "Canaleguas" mentions 0942-0948. I couldn't hear if this was the first part of their slogan (can't tell). (Vernon)

CUBA Las Tunas CMKT in poor w/XER w/"Radio Victoria" mention at 0559 then Cuban anthem on 0613. (Carr) Become poorer no doubt-CH

XED Mexicali 11/23 0555 on w/USA talks as "esta es De, la Grande De Mexico", and frequent references to Baja California. Strong signal, heard often since early fall in late 70's. (Nix)

JAPAN JOAR Nagoya CBC 11/5 1513 man and woman w/ballad mx, all JJ. Echo Jammer? heard or did this, so echo stuff is not from there? I'm still all, (Vernon) If you please that is the same psg as JOAR, then is it really a Jammer? OH

COLOMBIA HJZJ El Espinal 0941-0945 in poor on 11/6 w/"La Voz de Santander" mention and SS vocal. (Vernon)

MEXICO Mexico City KERP apparently now killing any hope of a north-south reception. They've been playing a wide range of mx (pop, classical, SS vocals, US hits, etc.). Noted on 11/11 0610. (Vernon)

CHINA Gui Xian 11/7 1450+ Oriental mx w/woman among selections, 1450-1420 woman w/probable s/off, talk including female good w/"Piano" Fm-1 mention. 1450-1510 silence, OC still on when checked 1501, xnt sig. (Vernon)

HAWAII KJUO Honolulu 11/5 1316+ man with requests in SS and Phillips ID "People Power station in Hawaii", SID, "KJUO" noted during KANG fade, no ID caught before, usually noted w/tele-talk. (Vernon)

MEXICO KXEL Nuevo Laredo in good at 1101 w/SS vocal then "W-L" mention on 11/7. (Carr)

UNID 0539-0550 on and practically every night I've heard a stn w/a "Radio Centro" ID's and a mention of it from the time the Gaussian has been reported off the air. I'm wondering if there's a new one there? I have heard the Venezuealan right union boost "RADIO CARACAS" 520+u, but no ID, maybe the TGZ's slogan and they were on the air as of 14 years ago-I've heard nothing of them being off since then-CH

BRASIL ZYK694 R. Globo in weakly tight Reloj null, no 3W. Sometimes good w/Brazilian tunes, 0600 "Emperes numero 1 en Sao Paulo" and crowd about "Globo"! All these years I wasted waiting on 0600. (Quaglieri)

COLOMBIA HJZJ Bogota in fair with WWVE on 11/14 at 0537. "Radio Reloj", Bogota" ID then SS vocal. (Carr)

AUSTRALIA 20W Sydney 11/2 1216 mx, 1220+ID and something similar a winner on 20W, rx mx followed. (Vernon) 11/10 1319 man w/TC and ID, spot for diamond imports. (Vernon)

CUBA Banes R. Angelito in poor 0325-0337 on 11/11 w/instrumental TC. (Vernon)

CUBA XERB Perote in fair 1213-1217 on 11/19 w/"Radio Alegria" and "XERB" mention then SS vocal. (Carr)

GUATEMALA HJGJ Guatemala in fair-poor on 11/19 0751-0800 w/SS vocals. (Carr)

COLOMBIA HJRO (Caracas in poor on 11/18 at 0934 w/"Vitoria" mention). (Carr)

MEXICO KXR in Monterrey in regularly, reported 11/11 at 0819 w/SS vocal then "H-R" mention. (Carr)

JAPAN JOAR Kyoto 11/6, talk then 1200 single tape, piano mx. (Vernon)

NEW ZEALAND ZZ Wellington 11/12 1517+ mx, very weak w/many announcers "26 after 116" which, SO would make this stn, noted before w/AN Rx mx but very weak. (Vernon)

ARTIGUA St. John's C.A. in fair to poor on 11/16 w/religious music, strong station for mentioning people's names weekly, (Vernon)

HAITI Ports-en-Prince LKVS a tentative reception on 11/13 at 0935 w/KVOO w/man talking away in Caribbean style FF. No ID heard anywhere.

MEXICO XEZS Costaasalcalos becoming a regular it seems. Already verified and they are part of "Grupo Acin". In fair-poor w/KVOO on 11/15 w/SS vocal, several mentions of Costacascalos and "KZGA". Their slogan is "Radio Felicidad" per verso. (Vernon)

SOUTH KOREA HLSR Seoul 11/6 1531 man w/talk //1467 and 1305. (Vernon)
CHIN CHINUSXEXV in fair at 06h2 on 11/11 w/SS vocals and several mentions of "Radio Fiesta", also an occasional "XEV".  

MEXICO XEOR Raymore w/"Radio Gallito" mention at 04h3 on 11/13, SS vocals owed.  

ALABAMA Lakeshore super-loud, way better than adjacent channel semi-does WPLM 1390 and WLSI 1400 program of Connie propoganda by woman in EE 2200 11/11. (Connelly)  

MEXICO XETO Tampico in fair-poor at 03h4 on 11/11 r/wXEN w/"La Nueva TO" mention.  

CHIN Connie on Conky here; nothing on 01h4 on 02h3 11/11. (Connelly)  

UNID Guineas suspected to have briefly run amok, sliding up to its frequency; persistent het on WPRO/00 heard at 03h5 11/1 (Connelly) also at sunrise (too faint to be a drifting LA) during African opening 2311 11/18-again no 1403 het. 04h00 not gone, 04h33 noted back again on 11/19. (Connelly) 

ALABAMA Tuscaloosa 11/11 rr mx then outer-loop "This is an almost unlimtely loud, believe woman has simliarly ending TD every hour on this stn, XG and MX then end w/MX. (Vernon)  

MEXICO XEN Monterrey in fair at 04h2 on 11/13 w/SS vocals and XER" ID at 04h3.  

ALABAMA Female AA vocal, poor c/wXAR=history is suspected to be the Algerian formerly on 12L1/12L2 heard 06h3 11/16. (Connelly)  

LUXEMBOURG Terr. DX160, DX300, FRG?000, FRG?000, SWITZERLAND no ID, heard at 06h10 11/11 1629 spots for Bloody Mary, weak mx again 12h4, Can't understand why no other stns from this area come in though there were tentative traces of BBC WS w/JO1F 11/13. (Power) Power pays off 05h30 11/13 and 11/11 12h15. (Connelly) 

ALABAMA Female AA vocal, poor c/WW=history is suspected to be the Algerian formerly on 12L1/12L2 heard 06h3 11/16. (Connelly)  

MEXICO XEMX Mexico City in poor (usual) at 08h5 on 11/11 w/"Normal Tropical" mentions.  

MEXICO unid R. Sensacion which they may not be able to label yet. looped right about where most Monterrey stns come in. i'm wondering if this might be a new name for XEMX (Radio Modena y La Maquina)? they never seem to give a change or location.  

CHINA Beihot FS 11/4 16L2 04h00 mx, then with Gaz. 1700 East TF 11/4 14L2 folowed by woman vocals followed. Lima probably Montgomery but talk sounded RN though; mx seemed un-toned Oriental like, was in good 1125-1152, 04h30 noted w/Chinese pipes 1400 o/ unid-china. (Vernon)  

SOUTH KOREA HKN Mongoo 11/6 most consistent ly heard KBS stn here, 12h47 had famous classical mx piece, noted //891, 1305, 1320 seen with incision effects. 01h25 was poor c_SS=heavy sig., then 04h45 noted with Chinese pipes 1400 o/ unid-china. (Vernon)  

USUR Vladivostok FS 11/8 12L3 04h00 noted mixing with Chinese stn, men and woman o/this, stn on earlier than the WRT shows.  

ALABAMA Female AA vocal, poor c/WW=history is suspected to be the Algerian formerly on 12L1/12L2 heard 06h3 11/16. (Connelly)  

MEXICO XEPR Pozo Rico in fair 03h01-03h12 on 10/30 w/"P-R" and WIREL"Pozo Rico" ID's, TXG's and SS vocals.  

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Dubai 11/16 1625 mex singing in AA style 1631 woman anns-7/7 noted 1523 AA singing, fair signal, 1558 female w/AA singing, 1559 anns end 1600 w/deep voice. 06h30 then male Ann w/probable MX. 14h00 again 1641. Can't understand why no other stns from this area come in though there were tentative traces of BBC WS w/JO1F 11/13. (Power) Power pays off 05h30 11/13 and 11/11 12h15. (Connelly) 

MEXICO XEPR Pozo Rico in fair 03h01-03h12 on 10/30 w/"P-R" and WIREL"Pozo Rico" ID's, TXG's and SS vocals.  

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Dubai 11/16 1625 mex singing in AA style 1631 woman anns-7/7 noted 1523 AA singing, fair signal, 1558 female w/AA singing, 1559 anns end 1600 w/deep voice. 06h30 then male Ann w/probable MX. 14h00 again 1641. Can't understand why no other stns from this area come in though there were tentative traces of BBC WS w/JO1F 11/13. (Power) Power pays off 05h30 11/13 and 11/11 12h15. (Connelly) 

MEXICO XEPR Pozo Rico in fair 03h01-03h12 on 10/30 w/"P-R" and WIREL"Pozo Rico" ID's, TXG's and SS vocals.  

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Dubai 11/16 1625 mex singing in AA style 1631 woman anns-7/7 noted 1523 AA singing, fair signal, 1558 female w/AA singing, 1559 anns end 1600 w/deep voice. 06h30 then male Ann w/probable MX. 14h00 again 1641. Can't understand why no other stns from this area come in though there were tentative traces of BBC WS w/JO1F 11/13. (Power) Power pays off 05h30 11/13 and 11/11 12h15. (Connelly)
JUAN EVANS

I delivered the presided over all these years over the ruination of Germany, listening to splash and you have no trouble at night.

Evacuated Flying Service U.S. Air., 11/17, New Jersey, 930, Flying Service U.S. and you are capable of learning any lessons from Europe. The 9 kHz separations could work nicely in the U.S. if we have the present modulations in the U.S. where they are, the present ones, or when we go to nine kHz separations. I have no confidence at all that the FCC is capable of selling anything.

It's an honor to be a part in making questions and I can be for sale for ten cents on day after nine kHz separation goes into effect in the U.S.

**WATCH FOR KAA-770 KNR FULLTIME WITH OLDIES**

Bill Hardy - 2301 Pacific Avenue - Aberdeen, WA - 98223

It seems like ages since I've had timber music. It's also been ages since I've had time to do something else. Much has been missed from me.

It is where that is that KAA-770 Seattle changed from 11 to 930 kHz, 11/10. This was just days after new owner Pat O'Day changed the format from classic to oldies. O'Day was afternoon DJ and PD of Seattle station KUSU from 1952 to 1971. If you have the "Cruisin' 1960" album, it's a remake of shows that KUSU's O'Day put together. After leaving KUSU, O'Day bought KGL-650 Honolulu, & KFY-AM (95 Kicks) in Seattle. He bought KUSU this September. On 11/10, he switched the KUSU format to oldies from the 50s, 60s, & 70s.

There was very little difference between KAA's 1 kHz daytime classical format, where Seattle has an excellent fulltime classical stereo FM, KING-FM. Also, educational WCUR-FM is into 1 kHz quite heavily. So KAA was dead last in the ratings when O'Day bought it, but that will change. The station will still be a station that is too hot, or not so hot that way, it will be interesting to see how KAA will do. They'll surely do better as a fulltime station. They're still using their ancient daytime facility, but they're more well known.

I don't think that the dipole will cause all the extra frequencies. It is not so that it will be worse. It could be that the dipole will cause all the extra frequencies. It is not so that it is that the dipole is a problem.

They go off right of course, with the circuit. On a standard 8 kHz amateur radio other than... If you have the "Cruisin' 1960" album, it's a remake of shows that KUSU's O'Day put together. After leaving KUSU, O'Day bought KGL-650 Honolulu, & KFY-AM (95 Kicks) in Seattle. He bought KUSU this September. On 11/10, he switched the KUSU format to oldies from the 50s, 60s, & 70s.

There was very little difference between KAA's 1 kHz daytime classical format, where Seattle has an excellent fulltime classical stereo FM, KING-FM. Also, educational WCUR-FM is into 1 kHz quite heavily. So KAA was dead last in the ratings when O'Day bought it, but that will change. The station will still be a station that is too hot, or not so hot that way, it will be interesting to see how KAA will do. They'll surely do better as a fulltime station. They're still using their ancient daytime facility, but they're more well known.

I don't think that the dipole will cause all the extra frequencies. It is not so that it will be worse. It could be that the dipole will cause all the extra frequencies. It is not so that it is that the dipole is a problem.
11/26- KVLY-1530 PA 6:00pm on 11/30 for station no. 1 in the log. 11/31-WCAV-1600 2:55pm, eds for Test-1 were in Kane, but no ID, so I did not hear any stations. No other callings or station IDs.

11/16- OAP-550 Oh heard a 12:11am w/o of all things. Free Speech Radio-1625 heard & 12:15 playing big band and giving this frequency on w/annoncement. Are code number given on 11/15 at 11:30, WCAV-1600 strong for new.,

11/21- starting played big band and giving this frequency on w/annoncement. Are code number give on 11/15 at 11:30, WCAV-1600 strong for new

11/10- 1550 AM strong, making an announcement.11/10- 5:45pm KRJ 740 strong, making an announcement.

11/10- no runs

11/10- 1270 AM 1st time! I don't know what's so hard about the SAG in this station. I

11/14- 11/16- They were the last year or so: I

11/10- got a new Sony ICF-2001

11/10- an experiment I did, it's nothing. But I did see some fine looking on

11/10- my technical

11/10- in very clear, Rincon and you're having a radio

11/10- do this? I am trying stations for CPC

11/10- to to sleep, I turned the

11/10- went to bed, went to bed, went to bed,

11/10- the tube. I have just finished deciphering the

11/10- I have just finished deciphering the

11/10- I have just finished deciphering the

11/10- I have just finished deciphering the

11/10- I have just finished deciphering the

[...]
I spent a day at a station in the city of Allende, San Carlos, Costa Rica, with a group of radio amateurs. The station was known for its programming of Costa Rican music and news. I had been there before, but this time I was accompanied by a friend who was also interested in radio.

I noticed at the station that the equipment was quite outdated, with a mix of older and newer models. The station was located in a small town, and the equipment was not as advanced as those in the larger cities.

I asked the station manager about the station's history. He told me that the station had been on the air since the 1950s, and that it had been an important part of the community for many years. The station was known for its coverage of local news and events, and its programming featured a mix of local and national music.

I spent the day at the station, listening to the programming and talking with the staff. I also had the opportunity to listen to some of the music that the station played. The music was a mix of local and international, and it was very different from the music that I was used to hearing.

Overall, my visit to the station was a great experience. It was nice to see how radio stations operate in other parts of the world, and to experience the music and culture that the station played. I hope to return again in the future, and to see how the station has changed and evolved over time.
The page is a newsletter and contains the following sections:

- **THE NIGHT FREQUENCY CHECK LIST**: A list of frequencies for different locations such as Phoenixville, PA, and Ocala, FL.
- **STATICS FROM HQ**: Information about a magazine called "IRCA Almanac".

The text mentions various radio frequencies and locations, along with news about radio stations and their programs. There are also references to "uncle pattern抠 jocks" and "a hint of an ID". The newsletter is dated 11/28/80.